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Schaltanlagen-Handbuch
Protection Technologies of Ultra-High-Voltage AC Transmission Systems
considers the latest research on UHV, UHV transmission line electromagnetic
field, transmission line parameters, and tower structures, with a focus on
protective relaying of UHV transmission systems. This book gives insights into
protective relaying of UHV AC transmission systems and sheds light on the
conundrum of protective relaying for the EHV systems. In addition, it
elaborates on both traditional relaying and the application of new type
current differential protection, distance protection and automatic reclosing,
as well as protective schemes for transformers and reactors in UHV
transmission systems. This resource will serve as an important reference for
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technical personnel in network design and operation, as well as students and
engineers in related engineering areas. Compares new advances and trends in
Ultra-High-Voltage (UHV) transmission system from a global aspect Describes
UHV protection technologies Evaluates conventional protection and novel
protection principles in applied and verified global systems

Protection Technologies of Ultra-High-Voltage AC Transmission
Systems
Digital Signal Processing in Power System Protection and Control bridges the
gap between the theory of protection and control and the practical
applications of protection equipment. Understanding how protection functions
is crucial not only for equipment developers and manufacturers, but also for
their users who need to install, set and operate the protection devices in an
appropriate manner. After introductory chapters related to protection
technology and functions, Digital Signal Processing in Power System Protection
and Control presents the digital algorithms for signal filtering, followed by
measurement algorithms of the most commonly-used protection criteria values
and decision-making methods in protective relays. A large part of the book is
devoted to the basic theory and applications of artificial intelligence
techniques for protection and control. Fuzzy logic based schemes, artificial
neural networks, expert systems and genetic algorithms with their advantages
and drawbacks are discussed. AI techniques are compared and it is also shown
how they can be combined to eliminate the disadvantages and magnify the useful
features of particular techniques. The information provided in Digital Signal
Processing in Power System Protection and Control can be useful for protection
engineers working in utilities at various levels of the electricity network,
as well as for students of electrical engineering, especially electrical power
engineering. It may also be helpful for other readers who want to get
acquainted with and to apply the filtering, measuring and decision-making
algorithms for purposes other than protection and control, everywhere fast and
on-line signal analysis is needed for proper functioning of the apparatus.

Power Systems Protection, control &automation
Science in China
Futuristic Trends in Numerical Relaying for Transmission Line
Protections
As technology advances, high volumes of valuable data are generated day by day
in modern organizations. The management of such huge volumes of data has
become a priority in these organizations, requiring new techniques for data
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management and data analysis in Big Data environments. These environments
encompass many different fields including medicine, education data, and
recommender systems. The aim of this book is to provide the reader with a
variety of fields and systems where the analysis and management of Big Data
are essential. This book describes the importance of the Big Data era and how
existing information systems are required to be adapted to face up the
problems derived from the management of massive datasets.

Power System Stability and Control
How do you protect electrical systems from high energy electromagnetic pulses?
This book completes the overview of systems and practices against EMPs from
high altitude sources started with the previous "Protecting Electrical
Equipment - Good Practices for preventing high altitude electromagnetic pulse
impacts", including practical protection methods and means for evaluating
their effectiveness.

Power System Protection in Smart Grid Environment
Protection of Substation Critical Equipment Against Intentional
Electromagnetic Threats
THE MOST COMPLETE AND CURRENT GUIDE TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING For more than a
century, the Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers has served as the
definitive source for all the pertinent electrical engineering data essential
to both engineering students and practicing engineers. It offers comprehensive
information on the generation, transmission, distribution, control, operation,
and application of electric power. Completely revised throughout to address
the latest codes and standards, the 16th Edition of this renowned reference
offers new coverage of green technologies such as smart grids, smart meters,
renewable energy, and cogeneration plants. Modern computer applications and
methods for securing computer network infrastructures that control power grids
are also discussed. Featuring hundreds of detailed illustrations and
contributions from more than 75 global experts, this state-of-the-art volume
is an essential tool for every electrical engineer. Standard Handbook for
Electrical Engineers, 16th Edition, covers: Units, symbols, constants,
definitions, and conversion factors * Electric and magnetic circuits *
Measurements and instruments * Properties of materials * Generation * Prime
movers * Alternating-current generators * Direct-current generators *
Hydroelectric power generation * Power system components * Alternate sources
of power * Electric power system economics * Project economics * Transmission
systems * High-voltage direct-current power transmission * Power system
operations * Substations * Power distribution * Wiring design for commercial
and industrial buildings * Motors and drives * Industrial and commercial
applications of electric power * Power electronics * Power quality and
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reliability * Grounding systems * Computer applications in the electric power
industry * Illumination * Lightning and overvoltage protection * Standards in
electrotechnology, telecommunications, and information technology

Optimal Coordination of Power Protective Devices with Illustrative
Examples
Electrical and instrumentation engineering is changing rapidly, and it is
important for the veteran engineer in the field not only to have a valuable
and reliable reference work which he or she can consult for basic concepts,
but also to be up to date on any changes to basic equipment or processes that
might have occurred in the field. Covering all of the basic concepts, from
three-phase power supply and its various types of connection and conversion,
to power equation and discussions of the protection of power system, to
transformers, voltage regulation, and many other concepts, this volume is the
one-stop, "go to" for all of the engineer's questions on basic electrical and
instrumentation engineering. There are chapters covering the construction and
working principle of the DC machine, all varieties of motors, fundamental
concepts and operating principles of measuring, and instrumentation, both from
a "high end" point of view and the point of view of developing countries,
emphasizing low-cost methods. A valuable reference for engineers, scientists,
chemists, and students, this volume is applicable to many different fields,
across many different industries, at all levels. It is a must-have for any
library.

Energy Efficiency Improvements in Smart Grid Components
Eighth IEE International Conference on Developments in Power
System Protection, 5-8 April, 2004, RAI Centre, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Protecting Electrical Equipment
Overview: The book offers a blend of application practices and theoretical
concepts to comprehend the subject of power system protection. Theoretical
support and mathematical background is given in the text to support key
concepts. It provides an insight into the philosophy and requirements of
relaying systems. The fundamentals and protective schemes for Generator,
Transformer, Transmission Lines, Bus Zone and Induction Motor are discussed in
detail in the book. Digital relays are introduced in the book for up to date
coverage. Numerous solved examples, practice questions and objective type
questions are given in the book for easy understanding of topics. Features: ?
Discussion on Circuit Breaking Fundamentals, Constructional Aspects and
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Testing of Circuit Breakers ? Exclusive chapter on Digital Relay using
Microprocessor and Digital Signal Processors for up to date coverage ? Real
field data and system conditions given for relay setting calculations

Eighth IEE International Conference on Developments in Power
System Protection, 5-8 April, 2004, RAI Centre, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Is it possible to design and make automatic devices for industrial and power
engineering without microcircuits and microprocessors and without complex
power supplies? Electronic Devices on Discrete Components for Industrial and
Power Engineering answers the question above with a resounding “Yes!” by
describing ten original automatic devices based exclusively on modern discrete
components. The book reveals that devices based on high-voltage transistors
and thyristors as well as miniature vacuum and high power gas-filled reed
switches are actually much simpler to implement and more reliable than
traditional devices. By identifying elementary functional modules and the
basic working principles of semi-conductor devices, the text allows for the
construction of complete automatic devices. It also contains an extensive
reference section that includes information on modern high-voltage bipolar,
FET and IGBT transistors, thyristors and triacs, as well as reed switches.

Cyber and Electromagnetic Threats in Modern Relay Protection
Big Data on Real-World Applications
POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION & SWITCHGEAR
AC Circuits and Power Systems in Practice
Water and Energy International
Smart Grid Roadmap for Renewables Integration
This book, designed for engineers, technicians, designers andoperators working
with electrical networks, contains theoreticaland practical information on the
design and set-up of protectionsystems. Protection of Electrical Networks
first discusses networkstructures and grounding systems together with problems
that canoccur in networks. It goes on to cover current and
voltagetransformers, protection functions, circuit breakers andfuses.
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Practical explanations of how protection systems function aregiven, and these,
together with tables of settings, make this booksuitable for any reader,
irrespective of their initial level ofknowledge.

Getriebesteuerung
This book presents the state-of-the-art approach for transmission line
protection schemes for smart power grid. It provides a comprehensive solution
for real-time development of numerical relaying schemes for future power grids
which can minimize cascade tripping and widespread blackout problems
prevailing all around the world. The book also includes the traditional
approach for transmission line protection along with issues and challenges in
protection philosophy. It highlights the issues for sheltering power grid from
unwanted hazards with very fundamental approach. The book follows a step-bystep approach for resolving critical issues like high impedance faults, power
swing detection and auto-reclosing schemes with adaptive protection process.
The book also covers the topic of hardware solution for real-time
implementation of auto-reclosing scheme for transmission line protection
schemes along with comparative analysis with the recently developed analytical
approach such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and other machine learning algorithms. It will be useful to researchers and
industry professionals and students in the fields of power system protection.

Power System Dynamics with Computer-Based Modeling and Analysis
This book provides practical applications of numerical relays for protection
and control of various primary equipment namely distribution and transmission
networks , HV and EHV transformers and busbars, reactive and active power
plants. Unlike other books attempts have been made to address the subject from
practical point of view rather than theoretical one which can otherwise be
found in most of other text books. The setting, design and testing philosophy
of numerical relays as discussed in this book have been successfully applied
in the fields on various projects and consequently can be used as a practical
guideline for implementation on future projects. The book covers the
followings subjects: · Fundamental concepts in the field of power system
protection and control; · Required system modelling and fault level analysis
for the design and setting of protection and control devices; · Setting and
design philosophy of numerical relays of different primary equipment; ·
Practical application of anti-Islanding schemes for two different systems
namely distribution generation (DG) and transmission generation (TG); ·
Challenges and solutions which are encountered during secondary equipment
refurbishment/replacement in brown field substations with inclusion of two
practical case studies; · Required tests for factory acceptance tests (FAT),
site acceptance tests (SAT), and commissioning tests of numerical relays in
conventional and digital substations; · Causes, analysis and proposed
mitigation techniques of more than 100 worldwide disturbances which have
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occurred in different type of primary equipment which have resulted to major
system black out or plant explosion or even fatality and; · New and future
trend of application of numerical relays including application of super IED
for protection and control of multi-primary equipment, implementation of
digital substation ,remote integrations ,self and remote testing of IED ,
distribution networks fault location techniques and fault locators using
travelling waves, synchro phasors, time domain line protection using
travelling waves, adaptive slope characteristics of differential protection,
protection and control schemes of micro grids, mitigation technique for
prevention of loss of reactive power plants and transformers due to solar
storms.

Power Supply Devices and Systems of Relay Protection
The modern microprocessor based electronic equipment most vulnerable to
Intentional Destructive Electromagnetic Interferences (IDEI) includes HighAltitude Electromagnetic Pulse (HEMP) in all substation equipment. However,
power equipment and especially transformers are also subject to the influence
of HEMP. The book discusses problems and solutions for both kinds of
substation equipment. Separated into eight chapters, the book covers:
Technological progress and its consequences; Intentional Destructive
Electromagnetic Interferences (IDEI); Methods and means of Digital Protective
Relay (DPR) protection from electromagnetic pulse; Passive methods and means
of DPR protection from electromagnetic pulse; Active methods and means of DPR
protection from electromagnetic pulse; Tests of DPR resistance to IDEI
impacts; Organizational and technical measures to protect DPR from HEMP; and
Protection of power equipment and transformers from HEMP. Key features:
Practical approach focusing on technical solutions for difficult problems.
Full data on electromagnetic threats and methods of their prevention are
concentrated. Addresses a gap in knowledge in the power system industry. This
book emphasizes practical recommendations on protection of power substations'
electric equipment from IDEI that intended for not only staff operating
electric equipment, but also for manufacturers of this equipment, specialists
of designing companies, managers of electric energy industry as well as for
teachers and postgraduate students.

Protection of Electrical Networks
Basic Electrical and Instrumentation Engineering
Cyber and Electromagnetic Threats in Modern Relay Protection provides a
detailed overview of the vulnerabilities of digital protection relays to
natural and intentional destructive impacts, including cyber attacks and
electromagnetic intrusions. From lightning strikes, electromagnetic fields
generated by operating equipment, and issues with control cable shielding to
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modern technical tools that realize intentional destructive impacts remotely,
this first-of-its-kind text covers the latest cyber and electromagnetic
threats to digital protection relays. Emphasizing the importance of relay
protection to the infrastructure of a country, this book: Explains how
technological advances in the power industry, like the smart grid, can create
dangerous vulnerabilities Discusses traditional passive means of protection,
such as screened cabinets, filters, cables, special materials, and covers
Describes advanced protective solutions based on hardware methods Cyber and
Electromagnetic Threats in Modern Relay Protection is a valuable reference for
engineers involved in the design, development, and use of relay protection. It
is also beneficial for scientists, researchers, and students of vocational
schools and technical universities.

Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent Office
Part of the second edition of The Electric Power Engineering Handbook, Power
System Stability and Control offers conveniently focused and detailed
information covering all aspects concerning power system protection, dynamics,
stability, operation, and control. Contributed by worldwide leaders under the
guidance of one of the world's most respected

Digital Signal Processing in Power System Protection and Control
This book is intended for academics and engineers who are working in
universities, research institutes, utility and industry sectors wishing to
enhance their idea and get new information about the energy efficiency
developments in smart grid. The readers will gain special experience with deep
information and new idea about the energy efficiency topics. This book
includes lots of problems and solutions that can easily be understood and
integrated into larger projects and researches. The book enables some studies
about monitoring, management and measures related to smart grid components,
Energy Efficiency Improvements in smart grid components and new intelligent
Control strategies for Distributed energy resources, boosting PV systems,
electrical vehicles, etc. It included optimization concepts for power system,
promoting value propositions; protection in power system, etc. The book also
has some recent developments in solar cell technologies, LEDs and non thermal
plasma technology. As I enjoyed preparing this book I am sure that it will be
very valuable for large sector of readers.

Soja und Eiweißpflanzen
Power Supply Devices and Systems of Relay Protection brings relay protection
and electrical power engineers a single, concentrated source of information on
auxiliary power supply systems and devices. The book also tackles specific
problems and solutions of relay protection power supply systems and devices,
which are often not dealt with in the literature. The author, an experienced
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engineer with more than 100 patents, draws on his own experience to offer
practical, tested advice to readers. A Guide to Relay Protection Power Supply
for Engineers and Technicians The first chapter reviews the electronics and
primary elements of the system, including transistors, thyristors,
optocouplers, logic elements, and relays, and their principles of operation.
This background gives staff who service relay protection power supply systems
the necessary electronics knowledge to help them work more effectively with
the equipment. The next chapters of the book then cover built-in digital
protection relay power supplies, battery chargers, accumulator batteries,
uninterruptible power supply, and characteristic features of auxiliary DC
systems at substations and power plants. The final chapters discuss questions
and problems that engineers and technicians may face. These include insulation
problems, issues in auxiliary DC power supply such as voltage dips, and
electromagnetic disturbances such as blackouts, spikes, and surges. The author
also explains how to address them. Suitable for beginners and experienced
engineers alike, the book is written for those who work with relay protection
systems and with AC and DC auxiliary power systems in power plants and
substations. It combines theory and practical recommendations to provide a
valuable reference on power supply devices and systems.

Die Hochspannungs-Freileitungen
What exactly is smart grid? Why is it receiving so much attention? What are
utilities, vendors, and regulators doing about it? Answering these questions
and more, Smart Grids: Infrastructure, Technology, and Solutions gives readers
a clearer understanding of the drivers and infrastructure of one of the most
talked-about topics in the electric utility market—smart grid. This book
brings together the knowledge and views of a vast array of experts and leaders
in their respective fields. Key Features Describes the impetus for change in
the electric utility industry Discusses the business drivers, benefits, and
market outlook of the smart grid initiative Examines the technical framework
of enabling technologies and smart solutions Identifies the role of technology
developments and coordinated standards in smart grid, including various
initiatives and organizations helping to drive the smart grid effort Presents
both current technologies and forward-looking ideas on new technologies
Discusses barriers and critical factors for a successful smart grid from a
utility, regulatory, and consumer perspective Summarizes recent smart grid
initiatives around the world Discusses the outlook of the drivers and
technologies for the next-generation smart grid Smart grid is defined not in
terms of what it is, but what it achieves and the benefits it brings to the
utility, consumer, society, and environment. Exploring the current situation
and future challenges, the book provides a global perspective on how the smart
grid integrates twenty-first-century technology with the twentieth-century
power grid. CRC Press Authors Speak Stuart Borlase speaks about his book.
Watch the video
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Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers Sixteenth Edition
Smart Grids
Optimal Coordination of Power Protective Devices with Illustrative Examples
Provides practical guidance on the coordination issue of power protective
relays and fuses Protecting electrical power systems requires devices that
isolate the components that are under fault while keeping the rest of the
system stable. Optimal Coordination of Power Protective Devices with
Illustrative Examples provides a thorough introduction to the optimal
coordination of power systems protection using fuses and protective relays.
Integrating fundamental theory and real-world practice, the text begins with
an overview of power system protection and optimization, followed by a
systematic description of the essential steps in designing optimal
coordinators using only directional overcurrent relays. Subsequent chapters
present mathematical formulations for solving many standard test systems, and
cover a variety of popular hybrid optimization schemes and their mechanisms.
The author also discusses a selection of advanced topics and extended
applications including adaptive optimal coordination, optimal coordination
with multiple time-current curves, and optimally coordinating multiple types
of protective devices. Optimal Coordination of Power Protective Devices:
Covers fuses and overcurrent, directional overcurrent, and distance relays
Explains the relation between fault current and operating time of protective
relays Discusses performance and design criteria such as sensitivity, speed,
and simplicity Includes an up-to-date literature review and a detailed
overview of the fundamentals of power system protection Features numerous
illustrative examples, practical case studies, and programs coded in MATLAB®
programming language Optimal Coordination of Power Protective Devices with
Illustrative Examples is the perfect textbook for instructors in electric
power system protection courses, and a must-have reference for protection
engineers in power electric companies, and for researchers and industry
professionals specializing in power system protection.

Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and
Trademark Office
With distributed generation interconnection power flow becoming bidirectional,
culminating in network problems, smart grids aid in electricity generation,
transmission, substations, distribution and consumption to achieve a system
that is clean, safe (protected), secure, reliable, efficient, and sustainable.
This book illustrates fault analysis, fuses, circuit breakers, instrument
transformers, relay technology, transmission lines protection setting using
DIGsILENT Power Factory. Intended audience is senior undergraduate and
graduate students, and researchers in power systems, transmission and
distribution, protection system broadly under electrical engineering.
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Metallurgie der Ferrolegierungen
The essential guide that combines power system fundamentals with the practical
aspects of equipment design and operation in modern power systems Written by
an experienced power engineer, AC Circuits and Power Systems in Practice
offers a comprehensive guide that reviews power system fundamentals and
network theorems while exploring the practical aspects of equipment design and
application. The author covers a wide-range of topics including basic circuit
theorems, phasor diagrams, per-unit quantities and symmetrical component
theory, as well as active and reactive power and their effects on network
stability, voltage support and voltage collapse. Magnetic circuits, reactor
and transformer design are analyzed, as is the operation of step voltage
regulators. In addition, detailed introductions are provided to earthing
systems in LV and MV networks, the adverse effects of harmonics on power
equipment and power system protection. Finally, European and American
engineering standards are presented where appropriate throughout the text, to
familiarize the reader with their use and application. This book is written as
a practical power engineering text for engineering students and recent
graduates. It contains more than 400 illustrations and is designed to provide
the reader with a broad introduction to the subject and to facilitate further
study. Many of the examples included come from industry and are not normally
covered in undergraduate syllabi. They are provided to assist in bridging the
gap between tertiary study and industrial practice, and to assist the
professional development of recent graduates. The material presented is easy
to follow and includes both mathematical and visual representations using
phasor diagrams. Problems included at the end of most chapters are designed to
walk the reader through practical applications of the associated theory.

Digital Protective Relays
Seit dem Erscheinen der ersten Auflage ergaben sich bei der Herstellung der
Ferrolegierungen wie auch bei ihrer Anwendung wesentliche Fortschritte. Diese
Fortschritte beruhten weniger auf der Einfuhrung grundlegend neuer Ver fahren
als vielmehr auf einer Verbesserung und Weiterentwicklung bisheriger
Verfahren. Nur durch Mitarbeit zahlreicher Fachleute, die ihre Erfahrungen und
ihr Wissen zur Verfugung stellten, war es moglich, das Gebiet der Metallurgie
der Ferrolegierungen um die Metallurgie der reinen Stahlveredlungsmetalle zu
er weitern und vollstandig zu erfassen. Wir folgten damit einer.

Geothermal Training in Iceland
The modernization of industrial power systems has been stifled by industry's
acceptance of extremely outdated practices. Industry is hesitant to depart
from power system design practices influenced by the economic concerns and
technology of the post World War II period. In order to break free of outdated
techniques and ensure product quality and continuity of operations, engineers
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must apply novel techniques to plan, design, and implement electrical power
systems. Based on the author's 40 years of experience in Industry, Industrial
Power Systems illustrates the importance of reliable power systems and
provides engineers the tools to plan, design, and implement one. Using
materials from IEEE courses developed for practicing engineers, the book
covers relevant engineering features and modern design procedures, including
power system studies, grounding, instrument transformers, and medium-voltage
motors. The author provides a number of practical tables, including IEEE and
European standards, and design principles for industrial applications. Long
overdue, Industrial Power Systems provides power engineers with a blueprint
for designing electrical systems that will provide continuously available
electric power at the quality and quantity needed to maintain operations and
standards of production.

4th International Conference, Power System Protection and
Automation, 21-22 November 2007, New Delhi, India
Digital filters, together with signal processing, are being employed in the
new technologies and information systems, and are implemented in different
areas and applications. Digital filters and signal processing are used with no
costs and they can be adapted to different cases with great flexibility and
reliability. This book presents advanced developments in digital filters and
signal process methods covering different cases studies. They present the main
essence of the subject, with the principal approaches to the most recent
mathematical models that are being employed worldwide.

Digital Filters and Signal Processing
A unique combination of theoretical knowledge and practical analysis
experience Derived from Yoshihide Hases Handbook of Power Systems Engineering,
2nd Edition, this book provides readers with everything they need to know
about power system dynamics. Presented in three parts, it covers power system
theories, computation theories, and how prevailed engineering platforms can be
utilized for various engineering works. It features many illustrations based
on ETAP to help explain the knowledge within as much as possible. Recompiling
all the chapters from the previous book, Power System Dynamics with Computer
Based Modeling and Analysis offers nineteen new and improved content with
updated information and all new topics, including two new chapters on circuit
analysis which help engineers with non-electrical engineering backgrounds.
Topics covered include: Essentials of Electromagnetism; Complex Number
Notation (Symbolic Method) and Laplace-transform; Fault Analysis Based on
Symmetrical Components; Synchronous Generators; Induction-motor; Transformer;
Breaker; Arrester; Overhead-line; Power cable; Steady-State/Transient/Dynamic
Stability; Control governor; AVR; Directional Distance Relay and R-X Diagram;
Lightning and Switching Surge Phenomena; Insulation Coordination; Harmonics;
Power Electronics Applications (Devices, PE-circuit and Control) and more.
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Combines computer modeling of power systems, including analysis techniques,
from an engineering consultants perspective Uses practical analytical software
to help teach how to obtain the relevant data, formulate what-if cases, and
convert data analysis into meaningful information Includes mathematical
details of power system analysis and power system dynamics Power System
Dynamics with Computer-Based Modeling and Analysis will appeal to all power
system engineers as well as engineering and electrical engineering students.

On-load tap-changers for power transformers
Die komplexe Technik heutiger Kraftfahrzeuge mit ihrem steigenden Anteil an
Fahrzeugelektronik macht einen immer größer werdenden Fundus an Informationen
notwendig, um die Funktion und die Arbeitsweise von Komponenten und Systemen
zu verstehen. Fundiert stellt Automobilelektronik lernen in diesem Lehrheft
Getriebesteuerung die zum Verständnis erforderlichen Grundlagen bereit,
erläutert die Funktion und zeigt die Anwendung aktueller Fahrzeugelektronik.
Es bietet den raschen und sicheren Zugriff auf diese Informationen und erklärt
sie anschaulich, systematisch und anwendungsorientiert.

3rd International Conference, Power System Protection and
Automation, 17-18 November, 2004, New Delhi, India
Digital (microprocessor-based) protection relays (DPR) are dominating the
global market today, essentially pushing all other types of relays out of the
picture. These devices play a vital role in power operations for fields
ranging from manufacturing, transportation, and communication to banking and
healthcare. Digital Protective Relays: Problems and Solutions offers a unique
focus on the problems and disadvantages associated with their use, a crucial
aspect that goes largely unexamined. While there is already a massive amount
of literature documenting the benefits of using digital relays, devices as
sophisticated as DPR obviously have faults and drawbacks that need to be
understood. This book covers these, delving into the less familiar inner
workings of DPR to fill a critical literary void and help decision makers and
specialists in the field of protection relays find their way out of the
informational vacuum. The book provides vital information to assist them in
evaluating relay producers' claims and then choose the right product. Tearing
away the informational "curtain" that exists today, this book: Describes
construction of functional modules of existing relays Analyzes drawbacks and
problems of digital relays Details specific technical problems and their
solutions Assesses dangers of intentional destructive electromagnetic
intrusions Discusses alternative (non-microprocessor-based) protection relays,
and problems related to international standards Focusing on practical
solutions, this book explains how to correctly choose digital relays and
ensure their proper use while avoiding the many problems they can present. The
author avoids mathematics and theory in favor of more practical, tangible
information not easily found elsewhere. Setting itself apart from other books
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on the subject, this volume shines a light into the long hidden "black box" of
information on DPRs, giving users a valuable tool to help them anticipate
possible problems, something sorely lacking in the literature.

Industrial Power Systems
Electronic Devices on Discrete Components for Industrial and Power
Engineering
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